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                                             - Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI)
                                        A WPI education has never been more relevant than it is today, because the demand for innovative thinkers who can solve problems on a global scale has never been greater.
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                                             - University of Notre Dame
                                        The University of Notre Dame is an independent, national Catholic university located in Notre Dame, Ind., adjacent to the city of South Bend and approximately 90 miles east of Chicago.
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                                             - Education for Working Professionals
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                                             - Amarillo Gear Company LLC
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                                             - Precision Mechanical Components Timing Belts Pulleys Spur Gears Couplings Bearings Sprockets Retaini...
                                        Precision Mechanical Components Timing Belts Pulleys Spur Gears Couplings Bearings Sprockets Retaining Rings Brakes Helical Gears Clutches Universal Joints
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                                             - IITs and IISc elearning Courses in Engineering and Science under NPTEL
                                        IITs and IIScs - free open online web and video courses for science and engineering under NPTEL.
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                                             - Drafting Zone
                                        Drafting Zone - Home of the Modern Drafting Practices and Standards Manual
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                                             - Quality Transmission Components - Your Source for Quality Power Transmission Components
                                        We are the leading supplier of metric Spur Gears, Helical Gears, Spiral & Striaght Bevel Gears, Miter Gars, Ring Gears, Screw Gears, Gear Racks, Worms & Worm Wheels, Ratchets & Pawls, Involute Splines, and related gearing items.
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                                             - Bostongear.com your source for speed reducers, gears and power transmission components for industria...
                                        Boston Gear is a pioneer and leader in the power transmission industry, offering a comprehensive selection of high-performance power transmission products and superior service.
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                                             - 洛阳逐日机械工程技术有限公司
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                                             - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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                                             - sprockets, gears, sheaves, bushings, couplings, idlers, drag conveyors, screw conveyors, bucket elev...
                                        Martin Sprocket and Gear manufactures power transmission products, material handling components and systems as well as industrial hand tools and custom commercial forgings.
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                                             - Arrow Gear:spur,helical,spiral bevel gears,precision stock gear manufacturer,gearboxes,custom gearin...
                                        Arrow Gear is a precision gear manufacturer, specializing in custom gearing and 
producing a wide variety of spiral bevel, straight bevel gears, stock gears, spur and helical gears as well as 
complete gearboxes.
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